, and its purpose is sir>ply to introduce the pleasures of seeing to people of 11 clges. Housed on a Jqatbed trailer that opens out under an inJqatable dome, Eye Opener will tour New Yort Czzy neighborhoods for two years. It is being; financed largely through a generous grant from the Billy Rose Fozlndation. Jane Norman, who created this Jirst exhibition, has been an art educator for many years, both in suburban schools and if l special projects in New Yort City. In addition to her wort on Eye Opener, WIr. Norman has given a popular lecture series at the Metropolztan entitled "The Art of Seeing."
How t o Look at Art JANE NORMAN
Crowded museums provide dramatic proof that an increasing number of people want to look at works of art. But watching visitors as they wander through the galleries is a disheartening experience. In general, they glance only cursorily at a work and then make a careful study of the label beside it. Packed lecture halls and the sale of thousands of art books are evidence that people want to understand the artist's message but have no confidence in their ability to do so. Having learned to think in words, most of us must be re-educated to think in shapes and colors and spaces, for that is the only way to understand a work of art. There is truth in the old cliche that if an artist wanted to use words to make his statement he would be a writer, not a painter, craftsman, or sculptor. I believe we can teach people how to analyze visual data -how to really look at works of art. There is no substitute for a good ear in listening to music; a good eye is equally necessary for looking at art. Indeed, what is required is a creative eye, for creative looking is necessary to full comprehension of the ideas and feelings expressed through an art object. Communication with an artist must be through his work. It must be direct, not diluted by verbal translation.
As a teacher I have two basic aims: first, to give people the courage to depend upon their own eyes, brains, and emotional responses to "read" a work of art; second, to provide them with a technique that makes it possible to concentrate on an object for a long time -long enough to be able to memorize its essential elements and the relationships between them. When you take away with you a clear image of the object, then you can analyze and compare its forms with those observed in other works of art and, in fact, with all other things, whether natural or man-made, commonplace or rare.
The Metropolitan Museum of Art is collaborating with JSTOR to digitize, preserve, and extend access to
The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin www.jstor.org
My technique is to select a single visual element, one that is common in both art and nature, and ask students to search for it in its multitudinous sizes, shapes, and positions. I have asked them to explore such basic forms as the square and circle and to see how they are used in paintings, buildings, or household objects. The isolation of one element is an artificial technique and the selection quite arbitrary, but this method has been tested and it works. It makes looking a game of search, so students find it fun. It helps them look at things in a new way, so it is stimulating. Teachers can adapt the technique for their own purposes. The traveling exhibition called Eye Opener is the Metropolitan Museum's new way of taking its visual education program out into the neighborhoods of New York City. Spiral forms in the art of all ages and cultures will be exhibited "live" and in photographs and slides; we'll also show spirals in nature -in shells, cones, nebulae; and spirals designed for man's use-in springs, bolts, ropes. Visitors will be able to make "op" spirals and to design wrought-iron gates and fences using curled paper patterns. Our hope is that visitors to the show will become "spiral minded," never again able to pass a spiral without taking note of it -and, more important, that they will become more conscious of the other universal forms that have always been the basic vocabulary of artists and craftsmen.
The following pictures pursuing boxlike shapes through many kinds of art illustrate this technique of introducing people to the art of seeing. Photographs are never a satisfactory representation of three-dimensional objects, and I hope you will go to see the things shown here. Most of them are in the Metropolitan Museum, others are elsewhere in New York. In the meantime, the pictures-the boxes -are the most important part of the story. I urge you to look at them before you read the captions. The objects illustrated here can serve as the basis for teaching programs for people of all ages and backgrounds. Children will look for shape and size relationships, comparing boxes they see every day with the caskets and sarcophagi they see in museums, and interior spaces in their own environment with the museum's exhibition rooms. At the same time, the most highly sophisticated observer can find in changing box shapes the visual expression of changing attitudes toward beauty, mathematics, and space-even of changing attitudes toward God and man.
These cardboard boxes could be models for matchboxes, sarcophagi, wagons, or barns. When they are stripped of decoration and all clues indicating their size and function, it becomes possible to examine them as abstract forms. We note the proportions of each side and the proportions of length to width to height. We become aware of the shape of the space that the six sides enclose. In other words, we become shape and space conscious. narrow p .ace to a spactous a1ry one. Whereas the walls of the Roman room seem to dissolve, the walls of the medieval one -a modern construction in the style of French Gothic chapels -enclose and protect. The stones from which they were built are essential elements of the design. The individual blocks are evident -we can see how they were placed for maximum strength (note the ones around the niche at the left). Their smooth surface provides an exciting contrast to the intricate carvings of architectural detail and sculptures, and their pale coldness provides dramatic contrast to the warm jeweled tones of the stained-glass windows. If the bedroom looks wider and longer than it actually is, the chapel looks higher. This eSect is achieved by the use of narrow windows, pointed arches, steep ribbed vaults, and clusters of narrow piers that lead the eye from floor to ceiling.
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Photograph: Hans Namuth
Cubiculum from a villa at Boscoreale. Roman, third quarter of the I century B.C. Length of foor feet Ih inches, width so feet
